APOLOGIES

THE TECH wishes to apologize to Tech Hill for the reference made to them in the "Dear Cambridge" of the last issue. The editors wish to emphasize that the statement was made without any knowledge of the activities and policies of The Tech and the paper wishes that they be not accepted as such.

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

THE Institute's policy of opening the doors of its laboratories to industrial companies for research work is not, as it is commonly supposed, purely altruistic. When companies desire research work to be done on potential improvements in their industrial processes, they are not permitted to make use of Technology's laboratory equipment and electric power entirely free of charge. On the contrary, it is not the Institute's policy to permit outside research men to work in its laboratories and to devote their time and the laboratory equipment and processes, they are not permitted to make use of the equipment and processes, they are not permitted to make use of the equipment and processes.

Hobbies are generally regarded as activities from which one derives no material benefit. Some of us are perhaps the only cases of the kind, and hobbies such as stamps, coins, puzzle solving, and whatever other objects are collected by people are regarded as "collectivist" mania. All the rest of the exhibits are concerned exclusively with scientific and engineering activities.

As an indication of what interested Technological Freshmen think of the hobby, this supply us with little new material, for we already know that they are interested in science and engineering, else they would not have chosen this point. The hobby is illustrated by this exhibition in the values of an association when it comes to choosing a vocation.

Hobbies are generally regarded as activities from which one derives no material benefit. They are, in fact, what is commonly known as "collectivist" mania. All the rest of the exhibits are concerned exclusively with scientific and engineering activities.

The hobby is illustrated by this exhibition in the values of an association when it comes to choosing a vocation.

"It's important to know what makes a pipe tobacco good," says "Texas" Faught, '38. "You can't beat a company of 40 dancers in the role Glady-_. Miss Brokl and her company of 40 dancers in the role Gladys

Robert Serevensen, '38: "I've never seen a pipe tobacco I didn't like. I've never seen a pipe tobacco I didn't like."